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THREE SMALL HOUSES LINKED TO THE ABOLITION OF SLAVERY: DESTROYED FOR THE DOWNTOWN BROOKLYN PLAN?

Destruction, and “A cry of Fire!”

Three small historic houses stand in an urban renewal area rezoned for development and subject to eminent domain: 227, 231 and 233 Duffield Street. Owners protested that the houses were part of the Underground Railroad, but Deputy Mayor Donoroff’s Downtown Brooklyn Development Environmental Impact Statement found no “documentable association” with the Underground Railroad. The City Council voted otherwise.

The controversy over the forced demolition of the Duffield Street Houses raises two political issues:

How do we remember the history of slavery and its abolition, the Underground Railroad in Brooklyn, the Civil War, and the 13th Amendment? Does that history still matter?

New research and new books about slavery—seventy-five in the last year, according to the New York Times—new exhibitions, new museums and historical societies, new websites, and a booming new cultural tourism industry all point to one conclusion: The past history of slavery and its abolition is still present in our lives and in our minds. Destroying the sites where that history was made is contrary to Federal public policy as expressed in the National Underground Railroad Network to Freedom Act of 1998, which, however, finds that “many sites are in imminent danger of being lost.”

Should local government use eminent domain to obliterate the historic city and assemble sites for private economic development?

Many Americans were shocked by the Supreme Court’s 5 to 4 decision, Kelo vs. New London, affirming a city’s right to seize small homes to clear the land for private luxury development. The decision triggered a national second look at the role of eminent domain in economic development.

New York City government has an opportunity to respond to these concerns. It has an opportunity not to exercise eminent domain against Joy Chaites, a widow and a grandmother, whose home at 227 Duffield Street—so we will show—we was part of an important Brooklyn abolitionist community in the years before the Civil War. Instead, government has an opportunity to create a freedom memorial to that Brooklyn community whose leaders—men and women, black and white—were brave fighters for the constitutional rights we now enjoy. Taking this opportunity would not jeopardize the Downtown Brooklyn Plan, which is an urban renewal project of vast scope. There is still time to reframe existing schematic plans that call for open space and a parking garage on Duffield Street. Preserving a few small historic houses on one block would require modest design adjustments that are feasible.

Who Owns History? The question is the title of a recent book by Eric Foner of Columbia University. As an historian, Professor Foner cautions against the kind of “selective remembering” that also asks us to forget: forget the origins of the Civil War, forget the historic role of slavery, forget the abolitionist movement, forget the evolution of the Constitution. Similar cautions came from the New-York Historical Society in its recent exhibition, Slavery. Is government listening? For New York City to demolish the houses of Brooklyn abolitionists to make a parking garage and call it “urban renewal” would be a travesty. No city is renewed by the selective destruction of its history.

I have never approved of the very public manner in which some of our western friends have conducted what they call the underground railroad. I honor those good men and women for their noble daring, and applaud them for willingly subjecting themselves to bloody persecution, by openly avowing their participation in the escape of slaves. I, however, can see very little good resulting from such a course. I would keep the merciless slaveholder profoundly ignorant of the means of flight adopted by the slave...let us render the tyrant no aid; let us not hold the light by which he can trace the footprints of our flying brother. —Frederick Douglass.
IN THE "SMALL UNIVERSE" OF ZONING: THE DOWNTOWN BROOKLYN DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Given the immense changes proposed, it is a sad commentary on communications in New York that the Downtown Brooklyn Development Plan has received so little public attention. The New York Times thought that the Plan might be of interest to "the small universe of people who follow the intricacies of city zoning policies," since as much as 5,4 million square feet of new office and commercial space would be created. But the Times had no need to offer much information about how this would be achieved, or what it would replace. For most people, the whole question is still flying under the radar.

The Downtown Brooklyn Plan has three main components: zoning changes, urban renewal proposals, and a whole new political climate, including extensive public meetings to be crowned with skyscrapers, and an agenda of fashionable new urban design requirements. Probably the clearest available project description is in the Downtown Brooklyn Development Final Environmental Impact Statement:

Adopted in January 2004, the Plan affects 59 blocks of downtown Brooklyn, with boundaries running along Tillary Street, Prince Street, Adams Street, south on Adams into Boerum Place, then east on Schermerhorn Street, on to the area around the Brooklyn Academy of Music, then north on Ashland Place to Myrtle Avenue, and then west to Tillary. The Atlantic Yards Arena and Redevelopment Plan is just south of the Downtown Brooklyn Plan boundaries. A small area of overlap that was originally proposed was rescinded.

Within these boundaries, a number of rezonings create potential for much larger new commercial buildings and community facilities with more "flexible" tower options, especially in the area just south of MetroTech, where the Duffield Street houses stand. The Plan incorporates previously adopted urban renewal plans (which provide the mechanism for eminent domain) allowing them, and extending the duration of those that were about to sunset. It also revises the City Map, officially "de-mapping" Red Hook Lane—part of a road that had existed in Brooklyn since the 17th century—as well as parts of Fair Street, Pearl Street, and Prince Street, to create larger, more viable development sites. The pre-existing (2001) Special Downtown Brooklyn District is amended, with a view to promoting various forms of gentrification, like fancy new pavements on Flatbush Avenue. There is a list of projected sites for development that are to be cleared, and promises of amenities such as a new corporate plaza and a bus-lane underground parking garage on the edge of MetroTech.

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW GONE WRONG

The Downtown Brooklyn Plan went into environmental review in April, 2003, and the consultant, AKRF (Allee, King, Rosen & Fleming) prepared a Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Deputy Mayor for Economic Development, Daniel Doctoroff, who also acted as Lead Agency. Thanks to a somewhat obscure 1991 revision of the rules governing City Environmental Quality Review (CEQR) by Mr. Doctoroff, it is an agency, according to current definitions. However, the public authority charged with executing the Plan, the Economic Development Corporation, has acted as spokesman in dealing with the media.

During public hearings on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, concerns were raised about demolition of the 227 and 233 Duffield Street houses. Owners and residents maintained that the correct facts were known because of their association with the Underground Railroad. But the consultant, AKRF, stoutly denied that this was possible. In the Final EIS, AKRF wrote:

A thorough documentation study has not uncovered a documentable association of the 227 Duffield Street, 233 Duffield Street and 436 Gold Street buildings with the Underground Railroad, and there is no evidence to support a determination that these properties are eligible for either National Historic Landmark status or for listing on the National Register of Historic Places in relation to the Underground Railroad. The potential existence of tunnels under the street buildings [sic] and any corroborating artifacts cannot be ascertained without further testing. Therefore additional work, first in the form of a visual inspection of the interior of the buildings, and after confirmation to ascertain the existence of other artifacts, and second, in the form of new continuous soil borings, would need to be undertaken at the sites.

Further, AKRF asserted that

A link between the Trauernicht family, which occupied 227 Duffield Street from ca. 1851 to 1863, and documented Underground Railroad events could not be established.

According to the Brooklyn Papers, at the City Council subcommittee hearing on the adoption of the Downtown Brooklyn Plan, June 14, 2004, an Economic Development Corporation executive claimed that "a dozen agencies" including the Schomburg Center for Research on Black Culture of the New York Public Library had been consulted by AKRF when they made these determinations.

But Christopher Moore, exhibits research coordinator for the Schomburg Center, testified that nobody from the city had ever contacted his organization regarding Duffield Street. "I have never spoken to any representative of your firm about the possibility or probability of Underground Railroad activity on or near Duffield Street," said Moore, who is also a city Landmarks Preservation commissioner. "Had any representative of your firm actually spoken to me, I would have informed them, without hesitation, that the entire length of Duffield Street is one of the city's most promising areas for the study of Underground Railroad activity.

In addition to Commissioner Moore, two other groups, the Weeksville Heritage and the Bridge Street Church, denied having been consulted. When this misrepresentation came to light, serious questions were raised about the impartiality and accuracy of the process by Councilmembers Barron, Avella and Goint.

The City Council, led by Zoning Subcommittee Chair Tony Avella and Councilmember Charles Barron, then asked for a supplemental study of the Duffield Street houses and their association with the Underground Railroad. In July, 2005, AKRF announced that further study showed "no evidence" of the Underground Railroad, and Councilmember Barron called for a public hearing on the issue. AKRF then employed a panel of specialists to conduct what the EDC grandly described as "peer review." This term, however, is not normally applied to a situation where the author of the reviewed document chooses and pays the reviewers. It is also unclear whether Deputy Mayor Doctoroff's service providers really are "peers" of the scholars and authors serving on the panel since we do not know who these scholars are. The public was not allowed to know the names of all the experts, who were asked to sign a confidentiality agreement. Only a few names have become known. (A comment from the bloggerphere: "Why in the world should historians sign gag orders? This is a nuclear test site!")
FRAMING THE ISSUE BY ASKING THE WRONG QUESTION

Recently, political strategists and politicians have emphasized the importance of "framing" an issue to support an argument. The question you select dictates the answer. In this case, the answer that the Duffield Street houses have no value can be elicited, but only through a biased analysis that ignores the larger patterns of history, trivializes the role of the abolitionists, and treats fugitive slaves with condescension, as if hiding in some secret place their participation in the abolition movement, when we know that former fugitives became teachers, ministers, authors, publishers and statesmen.

We believe that the Downtown Brooklyn Environmental Impact Statement framed the evaluation of the Duffield Street houses in a way that provides political cover for eminent domain and demolition. Focusing narrowly and ignoring historic context, the consultants ask, can you document beyond a shadow of a doubt that slaves were hidden in these cellars? Juggling the administrative and regulatory arena of various historic preservation laws, they ask whether the houses qualify for National Historic Landmark Status, the highest and rarest honor available at the federal level.

These are not the first or the only questions that applicable law prompts us to ask. Environmental review is advisory: it was intended to provide decision makers with the big picture and the possible alternatives and mitigation. It is there to ensure that the facts are on the table, in this case, the facts about buildings that are surviving monuments to an important moment in history—and buildings that were certainly owned and perhaps built by Brooklyn abolitionists who were actively involved in helping slaves achieve freedom.

In 1998, Congress authorized a new program, the Network to Freedom, to supplement the commemoration of Underground Railroad sites available through existing federal historic preservation programs. Although State and National Register (SNR) listing has been used to honor such sites, Congress did not mandate that the program be limited to the types of sites proposed in these applications, including significant slavery-related sites. At present, SNR restrictions on listing altered buildings, and requirements for owner consent, could sideline candidates that ought to be recognized by an informational program intended to foster a national awareness of the scope and nature of the Underground Railroad movement. Of course, SNR restrictions also apply to the National Historic Landmark program, the highest federal honor available, and the least likely to be bestowed. Most existing landmarks are not eligible for this program.

Although later alterations might indeed affect eligibility of some Duffield Street houses for National Register listing, the New York City Landmarks Law gives broader discretion to the commission who designates landmarks. Since it is a City Environmental Quality Review that requires this EIS, eligibility for local landmark designation should be a primary consideration, and it is significant that ACRF does not try to argue that the houses could not be designated under city law, but rather focuses on SNR restrictions. In the final EIS, the Landmarks Preservation Commission changed its original assessment (which omitted Duffield Street from a list of potential landmark sites) and volunteered that one of the houses, 233 Duffield Street, was eligible for New York City landmark designation. This unexplained change may have been made on architectural grounds, since 233 is a rare surviving example of a late 19th century wooden dwelling in the city. It is not known whether the LPC examined the history of the block independently, or relied on the ACRF materials. The New York City Landmarks Law states:

The Council finds that many improvements, as herein defined, and landscape features, as herein defined, having a special character or a special historical or aesthetic interest or value and many improvements representing the finest architectural and landscape features of distinct periods in the history of the city have been preserved, notwithstanding the feasibility of preserving and the use of such improvements and landscape features, and without adequate consideration of the irreplaceable loss to the people of the city of the aesthetic, cultural and historic values represented by these improvements and landscape features. In addition, distinct areas may be similarly improved or may have their distinctiveness destroyed, although the preservation thereof may be feasible and desirable. It is the sense of the Council that the standing of this city as a world wide tourist center and world capital of business, culture and government cannot be maintained or enhanced by disregarding the historic and architectural heritage of the city and by countenancing the destruction of such cultural assets. (Administrative Code, §25-301)

Contrary to impressions ACRF sometimes tries to generate, the City landmarks commissioners are not in any way bound by the standards of the State and National Register, the National Historic Landmark program, or any of the other federal or local commemorative programs specializing in Underground Railroad sites. Nor is there any kind of existing legal requirement to produce so-called "documentable proof" of the presence of connected slavery for New York City landmarks or registrants, or for City Environmental Quality Review. And, leaving aside issues of intention and owner consent, National Register eligibility criteria include "association" (just "association") with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history.

Focusing narrowly on the concealment of slaves, without considering associations with the history of the abolition movement, distorts the larger picture in a way that is pleasing and convenient to enemies of civil rights. But the realities of the Underground Railroad cannot be understood in this way. No genuine historical evaluation is possible without knowledge and without understanding, without sensing the danger faced by fugitives who had "gone after the North Star" and by the abolitionists who tried to help them, without understanding why the fugitives could never be free, even once they reached the "free states"—and what that meant for the role of the Underground Railroad in the abolition movement.

HOW THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD WAS SEEN IN ITS OWN TIME

In its earlier beginnings the Underground Railroad was a movement of black people who—in the extraordinary formulation of the 19th century—"stole themselves." The Fugitive Blacksmith, James Pennington's autobiography, describes this experience: how he ran away, how he was sheltered by Quakers; how he came to live as free on Long Island, and how he felt about it.

Slavery had been my theme of thought day and night. In the spring of 1829, I found my mind unusually perplexed about the state of the slave. I was enjoying rare privileges in attending a Sabbath school. I began to contrast my condition with that of ten brothers and sisters I had left in slavery. This theme was more powerful than my mind had ever encountered before. It entered into the deep chambers of my soul and stirred the most agonizing emotions I ever felt. The question was, what can I do for that vast body of suffering brotherhood I had left behind? To add to the weight and magnitude of the theme, I learned for the first time how many slaves there were. The question completely staggered my mind; and finding myself more and more borne down with it...I was in agony.
In the first issue of the North Star, Frederick Douglass wrote:

We solemnly dedicate the North Star to the cause of our long oppressed and plundered fellow countrymen. May God bless the offering to your good! It shall faithfully assert your rights, faithfully proclaim your wrongs. What you suffer; what you endure, we endure.

As a similar account of a painful captivity came from Henry Highland Garnet. Garnet was a slave who as a child escaped from Maryland with his parents and came to live in New York. A slave-buster pursued and found them, and though the family escaped—his father by jumping out of a window twenty feet above ground—they were separated and lost everything. Garnet, having escaped twice, grew up among Quakers on Long Island to become an abolitionist orator. At the 1840 American Anti-Slavery Society convention he explained why it was that even if he escaped to total safety, for instance in the British Empire, he still could not be free:

I speak in behalf of my enslaved brothers and the nominally free. There is Mr. President, a higher sort of freedom; which no mortal can touch. That freedom, thanks be unto the Most High, I have. Yet, I am not, I cannot be entirely free. I feel for my brothers as a man does for his race. I am bound to them as a brother. Nothing but emancipating my brethren can set me at liberty—...for though my habitation were fixed in the finest part of Victoria's dominions, yet it were vain, and worse than vain, for me to indulge the thought of being free, while three millions of my countrymen are walling in the dark prison house of oppression.

Henry Highland Garnet was chosen to deliver a sermon to Congress celebrating the adoption of the 13th Amendment in 1865; he was the first African American to speak there. Perhaps Republicans had recognized that Garnet embodied the paradox of the Underground Railroad: that escape was never enough. The issue was never just how to help individual slaves, or how to find hiding places for slaves possessed by their owners, though abolitionists did those things. The issue was how to make the whole United States a safe haven by eliminating slavery, as had been done earlier in Britain.

Harriet Beecher Stowe illustrated this for the nation, writing:

"And so they think of going to Canada, Eliza?" she said, as she was quietly looking over her pockets. "Yes, ma'am," said Eliza softly. "I must go on. I dare not stop. I can't sleep nights. I can't rest. Last night I dreamed I saw that man coming into the yard." (Uncle Tom's Cabin, Chapter XIII, "The Quaker Settlement").

Focusing exclusively on the Underground Railroad and the help provided to fugitives, it is also easy to ignore the commercial ties to the South, the strong pro-slavery sentiment, and the harsh climate of prejudice that surrounded even free blacks in the north. Craig Steven Wilder (in a contribution to the Columbia History of Urban Life series, edited by Kenneth Jackson) writes of the 1850s in Brooklyn:

Free African Americans found themselves stripped of political rights and forced to the periphery of urban life. Most white Brooklynites—immigrant or native, Catholic or Protestant, wealthy or poor—were in conflict on all but a single local issue: the subjection of free black people, a cornerstone of pro-slavery politics.

Recognizing the difficulties experienced by free black Brooklynites also illuminates the mob violence and corrupt policing that both black and white abolitionists faced. Abolitionists could be murdered, like Lovejoy, or have their homes sacked, like Tallman, or be assaulted and beaten in the street, like Weld or Garrison. The vestrymen of Plymouth Church were sometimes advised to bring guns for the protection of themselves and others, when they attended services in that known abolitionist church.

WHAT IS "EVIDENCE" OF THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD?

Frederick Douglass wrote:

I have never approved of the very public manner in which some of our western friends have conducted what they call the underground railroad. I honor those good men and women for their noble daring, and applaud them for willing themselves to bloody persecution, by openly avowing their participation in the escape of slaves. However, I can see very little good resulting from such a course. I would keep the merciless slaveholder profoundly ignorant of the means of flight adopted by the slave... Let us render the tyrant no aid; let us not hold the light by which he can trace the footsteps of our flying brother.

Thus in 1845 a man who was in many ways the conscience of the movement urged abolitionists to secrecy, fostering the very ambiguity that is now being exploited to deny the abolitionist role in the history of Brooklyn, because we cannot always "document," beyond the shadow of a doubt, the passage of slaves through houses that belonged to known abolitionists, houses with architectural features that could have been used for hiding and escape, houses close to churches and harbors and roads we know were used by fugitives.

Willard Siebert, the dean of Underground Railroad scholars, the 19th century historian who first set out to map the routes of the Underground Railroad, expanded the difficulties that beset him:

Written evidence of complicity was for the most part carefully avoided, and little information concerning any part of the work of the Underground Road was allowed to get into print. It is known that records and diaries were kept by certain helpers, and a few of the letters and messages that passed between station keepers have been preserved. These sources are as valuable as they are rare: they would doubtless be more plentiful if the Fugitive Slave Law of 1850 had not erected such consternation as to lead to the destruction of most of the tell-tale documents.

Under the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850, the criminal penalty for aiding a fugitive was $1000 or six months in jail, with additional civil penalties of $100 per fugitive available. There is no absolute measure for the value of $1000 in 1850, but the figure is about $250 today. In today's dollars has been suggested. More important, a slave captured under the Act would be returned to his or her owner for whatever cruel punishment the owner might choose. And even before 1850, under the Fugitive Slave Act of 1793, which required the return of fugitives to their state of origin (though without imposing severe penalties on those who helped them), written communications were evasive, to avoid furnishing evidence against fugitives in the courts. The few messages that belonged to the irrepressible William Still of the Philadelphia Vigilance Committee might say the brethren will soon receive a few fine letters, or notes, or bundles and little bundles. In his Underground Railroad, Still mentions that he cannot acknowledge or remember all of his contacts.

Similarly, the exact number of slaves who escaped bondage in the South can probably never be known, and it has been variously estimated. Certainly there were tens of thousands, and perhaps hundreds of thousands, but as Siebert noted, documentation of their passage is rare. One must conclude, we do not know and cannot know exactly where the vast majority were sheltered on their terrible journey.
In the light of history, it is not possible to argue that absence of documentation proves lack of connection to the Underground Railroad. And even if one chooses to deny the fact that documentation is rare, or chooses to insist that an abolitionist's house was not used by fugitives unless their presence can be documented, still, that is no vindication for destroying the house. "Nothing but emancipating my brothers can set me at liberty," said Henry Highland Garnet. When Brooklyn abolitionists fought for their cause, they were not fighting for the Underground Railroad. Their cause was immediate emancipation for all slaves. Despite the romance of the Underground Railroad, it was not the present civil rights issue, and for that reason, the house of an abolitionist is still historic without any "proof" that it was a safe house; abolitionists were the freedom fighters who risked their property and their lives to shape our Constitution. Niggling attempts to discredit them in an Environmental Impact Statement are profoundly unpatriotic and a disgrace to city government.

It is interesting to note that none of those immediately responsible is an elected official. The head of the "Lead Agency," Deputy Mayor Dooe, is appointed by the Mayor, AKRF is a city contractor, and the Economic Development Corporation is a public benefit corporation.

We acknowledge that because of the hold the Underground Railroad has had on the American imagination, legitimate independent scholars have urged a skeptical examination of oral traditions alone, or individual hiding places alone, as evidence of Underground Railroad activity; for instance, claims have reportedly been made for buildings erected after the Civil War. But reasonable caution need not become more than that. AKRF claims that the Truesdelle house had "documentable" connection with the Underground Railroad when they lived on Duffield Street. But was Duffield Street a place where no such connection could be expected?

"THE RUNAWAY SLAVE CAME TO MY HOUSE"; BROOKLYN, 1850

Walt Whitman lived at 106 Myrtle Avenue, a block away from the Duffield Street houses, between 1848 and 1852, and was thus a neighbor of the Truesdelle. These were the years when he was composing his first, 1855 edition of Leaves of Grass. Much has been written about the ambiguities of Whitman's position on slavery when writing as a journalist and Free Soil partisan, but Whitman himself noted, "The poet is a recruiter; he goes forth beating the drum—O who will not follow his troop?" As a poet, in the 1855 Leaves of Grass, Whitman wrote:

The runaway slave came to my house and stopped outside,
I heard his motions cracking the twigs of the woodpile,
Through the swing half-door of the kitchen I saw him limpy and weak,
And went where he sat on a log and led him in and assured him,
And brought water and filled a tub for his sweetened body and bruised feet,
And gave him a room that unceded from my own, and gave him some coarse clean clothes,
And remember perfectly well his revolving eyes and his awkwardness,
And remember putting plasters on the galls of his neck and ankles:
He stayed with me a week before he was recuperated and passed north,
I had him sit next to me at table, my firebox leanad in the corner.

Of course not everything in Leaves of Grass is autobiographical. But it was created to be a picture of its time. The Brooklyn Eagle, where Whitman worked, was a vehemmently pro-slavery paper, reflecting the views of the majority of white voters who would later cast their ballots against Abraham Lincoln. Consequently, the Eagle's few news stories on the Underground Railroad are derogatory. However, one from 1857 does suggest something about the Duffield Street neighborhood. The Eagle reports that a black hackney driver who parked his cab at the back stand at Bridge and Concord Streets (near the Bridge Street Church, and the Duffield Street houses) was approached by a man who said he was a fugitive and asked to be concealed. The driver took him into his own home for the night. Next day, he conducted him to a safe house in Farmingdale, using the Long Island Railroad. Subsequently, the driver learned that the man was not, as the Eagle put it, "a fugitive slave, but a fugitive from justice." He was a free man who had stolen a considerable sum of money on board a ship where he was working as a steward. The driver, outraged, went to the police, the steward was captured, and thus the story became known to the Eagle. It is suggestive that the steward chose the neighborhood of Duffield Street to ask for help, and the driver apparently offered it without hesitation or surprise.

References to safe houses naturally tended to surface after the danger had passed. The Eagle also reported on an 1859 lecture by the Reverend Dr. Richard Salter Storrs, of the Church of the Pilgrims, who was a founder of the Brooklyn Historical Society. Dr. Storrs had preached an earnest sermon denouncing the Fugitive Slave Law, and declaring that he would never be bound by it nor would he obey it. Dr. Dwight expostulated with him as a friend... but Dr. Storrs was thirty and did not repent. A week later, one stormy Saturday night, Dr. Dwight came to Dr. Storrs's door in the pouring rain, with a man as black as the night, and explained that the poor fellow was a runaway, and he wanted Dr. Storrs to tell him where he could take the man for safety. Dr. Storrs wanted to go himself and relieve Dr. Dwight, but the latter would not hear of it, nor would he permit Dr. Storrs to bear a part of the expense, but insisted on doing the whole work himself. So Dr. Storrs told Dr. Dwight where to take the man, over on Nassau Street, where there was a depot on the underground line.

Nassau Street is about five blocks from the Duffield Street houses. But in view of the record of participation of Dr. Storrs and Dr. Dwight, as well as the roles of Henry Ward Beecher, Reverend Ray, and others, it is certainly arguable that friendly Brooklyn churches were a known stopping place from which travelers were directed to other associated homes nearby for shelter.

ON THE WAY TO LONG ISLAND:

PLYMOUTH CHURCH, BRIDGE STREET AFWM CHURCH, CONCORD BAPTIST CHURCH

In the years before the Civil War, Brooklyn was a nexus of abolitionist activism, a home and a battleground to leaders in the struggle to rescue the national conscience and abolish the institution of slavery. Henry Ward Beecher's Plymouth Church in Brooklyn was a national leader of anti-slavery opinion. It is unclear whether he or his sister, Harriet Beecher Stone, was the more influential. However, we know that Reverend Charles B. Ray, a founding member of the Committee of Vigilance in Manhattan, brought fugitives from Manhattan to Plymouth Church. The memorial biography of Ray published by his daughters in 1870 specifically notes that he conducted fugitives to the care of Henry Ward Beecher there. According to a Plymouth Church history published in 1873...

...the name of Plymouth Church of Brooklyn would become famous throughout the land, throughout the world, not only by the fearless denouncements of slavery as an institution
and the Fugitive Slave Law by its pastor, but also by the outspoken sympathy for, and the active and willing aid given to the free and hunted bondmen. Its pastor was certainly one of the most prominent directors of the once noted Underground Railroad company, and its congregation were nearly all large stockholders in that line—of which, by the way, the Church itself may be said to have been the Grand Central Depot...

Beecher preached that the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850 was contrary to the law of God and said of the fugitives:

I will both shelter and conceal them, or spread them in their flight; and while under my shelter, or under my convey, they shall be to me as my own flesh and blood...For such service to those whose helplessness and poverty make them peculiarly God's children, I shall cheerfully take the pains and penalties of this Bill...The man who shall betray a fellow creature to bondage, shall obey this law to the peril of his soul and the loss of his manhood...27

The day before his famous Cooper Union address, Abraham Lincoln worshipped at Plymouth Church and listened to Henry Ward Beecher preach on the need for political action. Lincoln was there as a guest of Henry Chandler Bowen, a wealthy silk merchant, publisher of The Independent, and an early organizer of the Liberty Party, one of the forerunners of the Republican party in New York. Bowen had participated in arranging the speaking engagement. Lincoln sat in the pew, and was introduced to many members of the congregation afterwards; together with Arthur and Lewis Taggart, Bowen had been a founder of Plymouth, a more militant faction of Congregationalists who broke off from the original Church of the Pilgrims. Bowen was also a trustee of the First Congregational Church on Bridge Street in 1854, when that Greek Revival church building was sold to an African American congregation, becoming the Bridge Street African Wesleyan Methodist Episcopal Church. The landmarked building still stands at the Polytechnic University Student Center in Metro Tech, a few blocks from the Duffield Street houses, the congregation, which has moved to Bedford-Steinway, affirms that the Bridge Street Church was an Underground Railroad station. Frederick Douglass spoke to the congregation at Bridge Street in 1863,26 as did Harriet Tubman in 1865.27 Another acknowledged "sanctuary for runaway slaves" was the Concord Baptist Church (on Concord Street near Duffield Street; after the war, the Church moved and was located on Duffield Street itself).28

Peter and Mary Hawes (owners of 231 Duffield Street) appear on the Plymouth Church registers, and Thomas Edwards was also a parishioner. There was a Thomas Edwards who built and owned the house at 233 Duffield Street, but since the Plymouth registers for this period do not include street addresses, it is not "documented" that they are the same person. According to the Duffield News,29 the supplementary AKREP report is careful to note that the Hawes may not have registered as members while they were living on Duffield Street. But is it credible that Peter Hawes would ever have registered at Plymouth, where breaking a federal law was deemed necessary to avoid "the peril of his soul and the loss of his manhood," where worshippers would come to church carrying weapons to protect themselves from pro-slavery mobs that threw stones against the windows, where rifles were packed into boxes of Bibles and sent to anti-slavery insurrections in Kansas, where women threw their jewels into the collection plate to buy freedom for their enslaved "brethren"—unless he was a militant abolitionist?

Abraham Lincoln, photographed by Matthew Brady.

In the 1840s, many New York churches supported slavery with arguments derived from the scriptures. At first some abolitionists hoped that by remaining in their own congregations, they could effect changes of heart; the Tappan family were Presbyterians in 1838, when Juliana Tappan made that argument for remaining.30 But by the 1840s, her family had abandoned the ideal of persuasion, founded the American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society, and joined a group of twenty who were establishing the new Congregational church that brought Henry Ward Beecher to Brooklyn in 1847. Many people of faith who were abolitionists eventually gave up hope and gravitated to Plymouth, whose membership grew hugely in the years before the Civil War.

One who lost patience early was Theodore Weld, who wrote in 1837 in The Bible Against Slavery:

Some of the Bible defenses thrown around slavery by ministers of the Gospel, do so fortuitous common sense, Scripture, and historical fact, that it is hard to tell whether absurdity, folly, ignorance or blasphemy predominates...
DESTINATIONS: JERICHO, WEEKSVILLE, THE LONG ISLAND SOUND

The antebellum role of Brooklyn, Queens, and Long Island in abolition and the Underground Railroad has only recently been explored and published by historians who help us see the geography—the transportation and the destinations—that made downtown Brooklyn part of the road to freedom. According to Dilman's *Brooklyn Companion*, Duffield Street was laid out in 1835 as a continuation of Stanton Street to Fulton Street. Stanton lay next to Bridge Street, which had been mapped in 1819. Fulton Street, already an artery in the 18th century, was the main road inland from the Fulton Ferry, which in the 1830s and 40s was the ferry closest to the lower Manhattan offices of anti-slavery societies and their founders, to Manhattan's African American churches, and to the businesses of members of the Committee of Vigilance. On the 1773 Ratiner map, we see Fulton Street running through farmland and joining to the road to Flatbush and the road to Jamaica, thus connecting orved to all of Kings County and Long Island. It is important to bear in mind that the barriers and directions as we do now, were created by the 18th-century boundaries of the Brooklyn Bridge and the Brooklyn Queens Expressway, not before there were the Civil War. Brooklyn—the old Brooklyn that was still further cut apart by the Downtown Plan—must be pictured as a far smaller place in rural surroundings, before the Civil War. The Paris map of 1855 shows an uninterrupted progression of blocks divided into small lots through what now are the separate neighborhoods of Brooklyn Heights, Downtown Brooklyn and Fort Greene, with factories, shipyards, docks and streets nearest the river. Ferries and other small craft plied the watersways, connecting lower Manhattan, Long Island and Connecticut, and overland, the road to Jamaica led to Long Island where horse-drawn carriages traveled through farm gardens to town. From Brooklyn, the then Jamaica Turnpike was a good approach to Flushing and the North Shore, unless the travelers preferred to go by water. At a time when upper Manhattan and northern Queens were less developed, and the Flushing River and its wetlands were less passable, another possibility was to leave Brooklyn via Flushing Avenue (which crossed Stanton Street four blocks north of the house) and proceed through Bushwick, Maspeth and Newtown to Flushing. Travel by rail was also already an option in the 1830s and 40s; the tracks of the LIRR Campbell branch ran from the East River along Atlantic Avenue to Fulton Street and thence to Jamaica and various Long Island towns—Hillside in 1837, Farmingdale in 1841. So Duffield Street was conveniently near both road and rail, with access to free black communities, Quaker settlements, and as well from that transportation across the sound to Westchester and Connecticut.

There was a solidarity among abolitionists that crossed boundaries. In August, 1849, under the sponsorship of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society, an observance of the anniversary of the West India Emancipation drew four or five thousand abolitionists to Worcester, Massachusetts to celebrate and hear Ralph Waldo Emerson denounce slavery, according to The Liberator (August 17, 1849).

They came from a distance of nearly a hundred miles in almost every direction—from Plymouth rock, from the outlet of the Merrimac river, from Concord, Lexington and Bunker Hill, from the region of Mount Holyoke and along the meadows of Connecticut, from busy Springfield, from Rhode island, the home and refuge of Roger Williams, a time-honored schismatic and disturber of the peace, and from Long Island Sound.

Because slavery was most widely accepted and prevalent the southern part of the state before 1827, and because conservative mercantile opinion in New York City never favored abolition—in 1851 Mayor Fernando Wood opined that New York should join the Confederacy—Underground Railroad activity has come to be associated more with the "North Star country," Albany, Troy, the "Burned-Over District," Peterboro, Oswego: places where more idealists lived. But fugitives arriving in New York State from the South often came through Manhattan. William Still of the Philadelphia Committee of Vigilance is known to have directed freedom seekers to Manhattan, and others arrived by sea from points further south.

The New York Committee of Vigilance was there to welcome them. Founded in 1835, it was the first group to offer practical assistance on the ground to fugitives. Members included prominent free black businesspeople and clergy in lower Manhattan, such as David Ruggles, the publisher and bookseller, and Charles Ray, a preacher and editor of *The Colored American*. Thomas Downer, the owner of well known oyster bar on Brood Street, and his son George were active in the cause. Another member was Isaac Hopper, the "vegetable saint," a Quaker who is remembered not only for his kindness, but for never changing his style of dress. He aided those in need throughout his life, and died at the age of 80, still wearing black knee breeches in the manner of William Penn, "exactly like the late King Charles, but the son was a permanent Hopper, having moved from Philadelphia to New York in 1829, was an important connection between the Philadelphia Committee of Vigilance, the New York Committee of Vigilance and the Quaker communities in Flushing, Westbury and Jericho that remained abolitionist (even after some meetings withdrew from active political participation in submission to what they interpreted as the will of God). Hopper's son married a daughter of the esteemed abolitionist, Lucretia Mott of Philadelphia, who in turn had relations in Long Island and Westchester. These ties seem to have occasioned Underground Railroad routes alternative to the more traveled Hudson Valley path to Canada—those Long Island routes that have only recently been made known.

We know that the New York Vigilance Committee used alternatives at various times that included travel by water from the port of New York to New Bedford—as David Ruggles had arranged for Frederick Douglass immediately after his escape—and crossing the East River to Long Island, with the assistance of Plymouth Church, its pastor, vestry, and congregation (conveniently near the Fulton Ferry). So while most arriving fugitives were directed north along the Hudson and the Erie Canal, through Troy and Albany to Canada, there were alternatives: outwitting the slave-catchers called for a continual shifting of routes to freedom. Although Long Island routes are not plotted on his master map, Jefferson summaries.*

The Rev. Charles B. Ray, a member of the Vigilance Committee of New York City and editor of *The Colored American* has left some testimony which corroborates that just given. He knew of a regular route stretching from Washington, by way of Baltimore and Philadelphia to New York, thence following the Hudson to Albany and Troy, where a branch ran westward to Utica, Syracuse and Oswego, with an extension from Syracuse to Niagara Falls. New Yorkers of a kind of receiving point from which fugitives were assisted to Albany or Troy, or as sometimes happened, to Boston and New Bedford, or when considerations of safety warranted it, were permitted to pass to Long Island.

There were several destinations. Beyond what was then the town of Brooklyn, the free black community of Weeksville was established in 1838 on a portion of the Lefferts estate that was bought...
Annotated to show underground railroad locations relating to the Treadwell House:

A. Approximate location of the welcoming free black settlement of Weeksville.

B. The Jamaica and Long Island Railroad, running along Atlantic Avenue and following the Jamaica Turnpike, leading to Westbury and Jericho, additional places of refuge.

C. Skirting the Wallabout, leading from the Navy Yard in Brooklyn north to Newtown, Queens and onward to the Quaker community in Flushing (where the Parsons family helped fugitives): Flushing Avenue.

D. 227 Duffield Street, the Thomas and Harriet Treadwell House.

E. The celebrated Bridge Street AME Church, where Harriet Tubman and Frederick Douglass spoke to the congregation.

F. Plymouth Church, where Henry Ward Beecher preached abolition and welcomed fugitives.

G. Fulton Ferry, the Brooklyn terminal.

H. Fulton Ferry, Manhattan, where fugitives embarked.

I. Thomas Treadwell's 141 Pearl Street office.

J. Thomas Downing's Oyster House, an outpost of the Committee of Vigilance.

K. Just off this map, at 143 Nassau Street, the American Anti-Slavery Society.

L. Also off the map by a few blocks, at 153 Baxter Street near Grand Street, the home of Charles B. Ray, who sheltered fugitives and conducted them to Plymouth Church. Six blocks west, on Lippincott Street, was the bookshop of Samuel Ruggles, Committee of Vigilance member who sheltered Frederick Douglass when he first escaped to New York.
ARCHITECTURAL EVIDENCE

Architectural evidence, by its nature silent, can be ambiguous. We know that there were Underground Railroad stations without hiding places, and buildings with hiding places that were not stations. The example of the diary of Anne Frank shows how existing features of a house can be adapted for concealment. In the Western Reserve, some old homes were built with secret doors intended for protection from hostile native Americans. These doors may have found a new use in the Underground Railroad. In other parts of the country, such secret spaces were built for the protection of valuable documents. Architectural evidence alone can seldom be a determining factor, but it should be weighed.

Most of the original Duffield Street houses were built in the late 1790s and early 1800s, at the height of the fugitive slave controversy. One of the builders, Thomas Edwards, who built and briefly occupied 233, may have been a member of Plymouth Church; the Peter and Mary Hare, family, owners of 231, definitely were anti-slavers. As will be detailed below, the Truesdells, though not Congregationalists, were among the most notable members of several anti-slavery societies, and also had some connections to Plymouth Church, as did William Harned, in the next block; and he worked for Lewis Tappan.

233 Duffield Street, the Thomas Edwards house, has an unexplained, fieldstone-lined shaft communicating between the sub-basement or cellar and the back garden. It was large enough for an exit by ladder, and it is unlikely to have been a coal chute since an 1855 map shows that the back yard was not accessible from the street. This back yard joined the gardens of a house too small to be aligned with the new street grid. This layout had potential for escape by foot to nearby Fulton Street.

227 Duffield Street was part of a row of houses with interconnected underground vaults on the street side of the properties, which would have enabled passage from house to house as well as being potential hiding places in themselves. Jay Cael has seen these vaults sealed up one by one, and as的结果 of these operations for the City Council mandated EHS review. Parts of one of them remain in their cellars, as well as marks of the previous interconnection. That this interconnection existed at the time of the Fugitive Slave Act is in fact documented. It is shown on the 1855 Perry's "fire map" which was designed to illustrate the vulnerability of properties to fire in several ways, color coding the building materials, and also specifying any connections between structures, as indicated in the key by a long dash. These dashes appear between the front vaults of the original row of townhouses at the north and the block to the north; they were in 1855 numbered 127 to 143 Duffield. The present 227 Duffield was numbered 141 in 1855, when it belonged to the abolitionist Harriet Truesnell. (Images page 36.)

THE ABOLITIONISTS AT 227 DUFFIELD STREET: THOMAS AND HARRIET TRUESELL

The Truesdells came to Brooklyn from Providence, where they had been abolitionist leaders.

"Let Rhode Island have the palm—for, of all her competitors, she is now foremost in the race for freedom!"—William Lloyd Garrison, Letter of January 30, 1836, 63

Thomas Truesnell and his wife worked under the auspice of William Lloyd Garrison, who was the principal leader of the American abolitionist movement from 1831 to 1854, and mentions the Truesdell family in his letters. The surviving published records of their points of contact, in Rhode Island and in Brooklyn, suggest that "Friend Truesnell" and his wife were part of the network that Garrison was helping to build and maintain in every possible way, at the end of his extraordinary campaign to sway public opinion.

Harriet was born in 1786 in Providence, where her father, William Lee, was the proprietor of a successful grocery business on Westminster Street, not far from the harbor. Thomas moved from his nearby home town of Woodstock, Connecticut and married Harriet in a ceremony at the First Baptist Church in 1811. They lived in Providence, and Thomas carried on his family's business after his father's death. A very early opponent of slavery in Providence, he joined the Providence Society for Abolishing the Slave Trade, one of the oldest of its kind, founded in 1789 by a dissident member of that prominent mercantile family, the Browns, who founded Brown University. John S. Gilkison, Jr. in his history Middle Class Providence, notes:

Only two members of the original society for Abolishing the Slave Trade, George Benson, former partner of Mose Brown and father-in-law of William Lloyd Garrison, and Thomas Truesnell, a grocer, appear to have been active in the later antislavery movement.

Truesnell is identified in directories as a grocer, and later in New York as a cotton broker. In fact, these descriptions give a somewhat incomplete picture of his business life. Truesnell, alone and through his several partnerships, was a prolific advertiser, leaving an extensive record of his activities in The Providence Patriot, The Rhode Island Advertiser, The Rhode Island American, and The Providence
Gazette" until 1838, the date of his move to Brooklyn. It was his father-in-law, William Lee, who was more what we now think of as a grocer, as well as a manufacturer of vinegar. When Lee died, not long after his daughter's marriage, Trueblood, as executor, sold Lee's property, including "a good family horse," the family carriage, and various furniture, at auction, but carried on the business on Westminster Street, which was then one of the finest in downtown Providence, not far from the harbor. It was then that he entered into the first of several partnerships, becoming Trueblood & Wheaton, and subsequently Truesdell & Rhodes. His activities as a merchant included importing from abroad and selling at both wholesale and retail, as well as offering storage and sale on commission. While he always advertised and stocked exotic Chinese teas and spices, he appears also to have supplied provisions for ships, such as barrels of preserved pork and beef, described as "mess" or "prime." He had a considerable business in wines and spirits, and tobacco, but also sold fireworks, chimes, pane of glass for the construction of windows, medicines, and from the first, cotton.

The earliest offerings were of cotton to be sold for weaving. Subsequently, he was one of several dozen cotton brokers in Providence, not one of the largest, but newspaper descriptions clearly show that the cotton was "upland" and "sea island," that is, from the South. Also, while much of the tobacco he sold was in the form of "Spanish Cigars," some was from Kentucky. He handled West Indian products, sugar and spices, before the emancipation of the British West Indian slaves, and his long-standing and very substantial business in rum raises questions of the "Triangular Trade.

This initial failure to fight slavery by boycotts and economic pressure was not unique to Truesdell. In the period from 1811 to 1838, when Truesdell was an active merchant in Rhode Island, many abolitionists were opposing slavery while still conducting the use of products of slave labor. Truesdell had been in business almost twenty years before cotton boycotts became an issue in the North, although, of course, the earlier temperance movement was linked to abolition, when West Indian rum was still a product of slavery. Free Produce Societies sprang up, promoted by Quakers in Philadelphia, Jonathan Mott and the Grimke sisters, but it was only in the 1830s that Lucretia Mott's husband gave up cotton brokerage, at a considerable financial loss, and redirected his business to wool. A tract in defense of colonization in 1836 was still attacking abolitionists for failing to understand their role in supporting slavery through their use of cotton, tobacco, and other compromising products. Cotton is King, David Christie wrote:

Slave labor products have now become necessities of human life to the extent of more than half of the commercial articles supplied to the Christian world. Even free labor itself is made largely subservient to slavery, and vitally involved in its perpetuation and extension.

In the North, there seems to have been an evolution of conscience that moved from opposing the slave trade, to the call for universal emancipation and political pressure against the expansion of slavery in the territories, to assisting fugitives, to economic pressure renouncing the products of slave labor, and ultimately, when the abolitionists came to understand that none of this was enough, to the battlefields of the Civil War. Much of this evolution is visible in the career of Thomas Truesdell.

While the practicability of the Free Produce movement was increased indirectly by prophetic British fears that political instability could interrupt their supply of Southern cotton (Southern voices had predicted that abolitionists would destroy the Union as early as 1836), British manufacturers looked to India and Egypt for supplies. Also, there were attempts to start plantations in British colonies, in Africa, the West Indies, and Australia, avidly reported by Garrison in The Liberator. By 1850, there was a Free Produce Association in New York, which reported that "thousands of bales" of cotton were available from American plantations using free labor. However, it had proved impossible to fund a Free Produce movement. We have not found surviving evidence that Truesdell as a merchant was involved in the Free Produce movement.

But Truesdell was not only a merchant. He and his partners advertised real estate transactions. Additionally, after the death of William Lee, through various partnerships, he became involved in coastal shipping. The picturesque small advertisements, illustrated with woodcuts of sailing vessels, first offer his premises near the harbor as a booking office, and then as more vessels became available (the Liberty, the Enterprise, the General Hawes), they advertise a "regular" run between Providence and Charleston, South Carolina. The opportunities this could afford for aiding fugitives are obvious.

In 1829 and 1830, Truesdell is identified as the Rhode Island agent and distribution for The Genius of Universal Emancipation, Garrison's first newspaper, published in Baltimore. He was not just a subscriber; an early issue states: "AGENTS... are authorized to receive subscriptions and monies for the Editor." Some "agents" for anti-slavery publications had an ambush effect beyond distribution of publications. For instance, on November 24, 1835, David Ruggles placed an advertisement in the New York Emancipator, saying, "The Friends of Human Rights are respectfully informed that in consequence of the destruction of my books, pamphlets and stationery by fire, I am compelled for the present to discontinue the sale of books and the circulating library, but will abide in the same place, and continue my agency for anti-slavery publications." David Ruggles was a member of the New York Committee of Vigilance; it was he who helped Frederick Douglass from New York to New Bedford in his initial escape from slavery.

In 1836, Thomas Truesdell became a founding member of the Rhode Island State Anti-Slavery Society, a more radical body than the earlier Society for Abolishing the Slave Trade. Garrison was active in founding this new Society, and it called for immediate emancipation. It was while campaigning for this political advance that Garrison met his future wife, Helen Beman—her father was also a founder of the new Society—and it is reasonable to suppose that Truesdell, as an agent for Garrison's first periodical, and an associate of Helen's father at the old Society for Abolishing the Slave Trade, may have frustrated them. Truesdell also stepped up to become a founding member of the New England Anti Slavery Society at their convention held in Boston in May of 1836, endorsing another Garrisonian position: "Slavery and Liberty can no longer dwell at peace within the same borders." In 1837, the convention adopted other necessary resolutions:

Little opposition was shown to resolutions demanding the elucidation of the churches, by denying membership to slaveholders, by abolition prayer and preaching, and by "coming out" from churches that were hopelessly given over to pro-slavery influences. In a letter published in The Liberator, August 24, 1838, while Oliver Johnson was "editor pro tem," William Lloyd Garrison wrote, "In New York, I enjoyed the hospitality (not for the first or second time) of some Southern friends. They told Trueblood, formerly of Providence." Unfortunately, the digitized version of The Liberator appears to be as fully indexed as might be hoped; this reference to Truesdell was not returned by a search on "Truesdell," but rather by a search on "Brooklyn", which returned hundreds of hits, not all of which we have reviewed. Clearly, additional research is needed.
The Truesdells were married in the First Baptist Church of Providence, but Thomas later became involved in the Society of Friends. In a private communication to Joy Chad, Deborah Van Brocklin, author of *The Devotion of These Women*, quoting Stanley Lemons, historian of the First Baptist Church in America, confirmed that Thomas Truesdell was expelled from the First Baptist Church in Providence on July 3, 1823 because he had become a Quaker.

However, there was a potential link between Truesdell and the Congregational Plymouth Church of Brooklyn; though as a Quaker he could not become a member, he shared certain of their goals. As noted above, Plymouth was founded in 1647 by a group including Brooklyn's leading abolitionists, Arthur and Lewis Tappan and Henry Chandler Bowen, who showed their colors by engaging Henry Ward Beecher to preach abolition. Both Henry Chandler Bowen and Thomas Truesdell were born in the tiny town of Woodstock, Connecticut, and their families were in contact.

While the Bowens were among the "old thirteen," families that founded the village in 1685, 46 a Thomas Truesdell was there by 1711, and both families fought in the Revolutionary War. Darius Truesdell (1752-1803), who was at Valley Forge, was the father of Thomas Truesdell, and of his brother, John Truesdell, a builder — which at that time in America would generally mean that he also functioned as an architect. John Truesdell built the Bowen family homestead, Plain Hill, in 1816. 47 The house is listed on the National Register. 48 As a partner in Truesdell & Underwood, John Truesdell went on to build the 1821 church on the Woodstock village green. Henry Chandler Bowen's nephew (who published the history and genealogy of Woodstock in 1876) documents this, and notes that the Thomas Truesdell who married Harriet Lee of Providence, Rhode Island was born in Woodstock in 1789, the son of Darius, and the younger brother of John, the builder. 49 Henry Chandler Bowen, although working in New York as a silk trader, living in Brooklyn Heights, and working for abolition in both places, continued to summer in Woodstock, and eventually built Roseland, a festive Gothic Revival "cottage" there, which he had painted pink. There his lavish Fourth of July fireworks parties were celebrated. By the time he was entertaining Ulysses Grant and Oliver Wendell Holmes, his first wife, Lucy Maria Tappan (of the New York abolitionist family) had died; however, she had provided yet another link to the Truesdell; her sister Juliana had worked with Harriet Truesdell on anti-slavery issues in the 1830s, as is detailed below. In addition to his organizational and philanthropic support of the abolition movement, Lewis Tappan, father of Lucy and Juliana, is known to have aided fugitives on several occasions documented in unpublished letters and diaries referenced in Bertha Wyatt-Brown's biography, 50 as well as participating in the rescue of James Hamlet, and the defense of the Amistad prisoners.

The Truesdells' move to Brooklyn may have been driven both by their ties to abolitionists in the city and the exigencies of Truesdell's business. From the 1790s until the 1830s, Providence was a major seaport and a thriving center for the China trade, Rhode Island was also an early leader in the textile industry, importing raw cotton and exporting finished goods. With the opening of the Erie Canal and the expansion toward the West, New York became the "Empire City" and pre-eminent port, and Providence went into a decline. By 1840, no more vessels from Providence were trading with the Far East, and some had even made New York their new home port, according to *A History of Providence County*, 51 which mentions Truesdell as a prominent wholesale grocer and cotton broker in the earlier part of the century. As a broker, Truesdell had reason to follow where his business led, to an office on the New York waterfront, at 141 Pearl Street in the 1840s. Whether by happenstance or association,
his office was close to the business premises of Arthur Tappan & Co., at 122 Pearl Street. And parallel to the rise of the port was an increase in the influence of local abolitionists; the American Anti-Slavery Society expanded, and enlisted the firebrand Theodore Weld, who in 1836 organized and taught "the seventy," the new convention of agents who were to spread the gospel of abolition across the East and westward.

We know Harriet Truesdell mainly through public records and the history of the abolition societies to which she belonged. During the Providence years, she bore ten children; four died in infancy, three others died young. At that time, it was not conventional for men and women to belong to the same anti-slavery society; consequently, though Thomas was active in male-dominated groups, Harriet joined the Providence Ladies' Anti-Slavery Society, of which she became secretary in 1835. The role of these ladies' societies is discussed at length in The Devotion of these Women: Rhode Island in the Anti-Slavery Network, by Deborah Van Broekhoven, who mentions Harriet Truesdell as a founding member of the Ladies' Society, along with Catherine Benson, Garrison's mother-in-law. In 1838, Harriet was a delegate from Rhode Island to the Anti-Slavery Convention of American Women, in Philadelphia, and she served on the organizing committee together with the well-known abolitionists, Lucretia Mott, Angelina Grimke Weld and Julia Ward. Tappan. The convention was not welcome in Philadelphia, where much popular sentiment was pro-slavery. A delegation from Fall River wrote the following account, preserved in the May Collection at Cornell.

Dear Sisters:

Having endeavored to represent your body in the Anti-Slavery Convention of American Women, held in Philadelphia, I will now attempt to represent that Convention to you... and bring you to feel and act in full sympathy with those who were present... The meeting was held in Pennsylvania Hall, found a roomy about the door, and a mass congregation gathering rapidly within. The platform was occupied by the most eminent abolitionists of both sexes. It was a heart-thrilling spectacle — such as an assemblage. Mr. Garrison occupied the first of the evening... Before he had done speaking, several stones were thrown through the glass, evidently aimed towards the speaker. However, he was not in the least moved, but concluded his speech with great coolness and deliberation. Just as he sat down, rose a deafening shout, accompanied by a fresh volley of stones against the windows, and heavy blows against the house, as if it were destined soon to be demolished... On returning to the Hall on Thursday, 4 o'clock, P.M., we found the number and noise of the mob much increased... Before the meeting adjourned, the gentlemen, fearing we should be molested as we left the house, sent their advice that the Convention should go out by the back door. I believe no member thought it expedient to follow this advice... Mrs. Weld proposed that we should, as far as possible, protect our colored sisters while going out, by taking each one of them by the arm. We passed out through a mob of two or three thousand, fierce, vile looking men, and large boys. They allowed us just to walk, two abreast. We heard the worst language, and saw the most hideous countenances... It appeared very evident from appearances, that the mob was now ripe for some violent outrage... I felt not a little relieved when a messenger came in, saying the Mayor had taken the keys of the Hall, and there would be no meeting this evening. The question under discussion was now settled, and all were seated to enjoy a social evening. You will not suppose we had any other topics than slavery, abolition, speeches, and mobs... Our conversation was interrupted by 9 o'clock by the cry of "Fire!" Pennsylvania Hall was in flames! The mob had accomplished the work by breaking in the doors, and deliberately kindled a fire in the house — in view of the city of Philadelphia. We walked out to witness the speedy destruction of that beautiful building which the diligent axe and hammer had been, for months, patiently raising; that building, which the friends not only of abolition, but the friends of free discussion, the friends of civil and religious liberty, the true philanthropists and patriots of our land had reared — "A fair Hall to Truth and Freedom given..."

This was the experience that Harriet Truesdell and Julia Ward shared, at the time the Truesdells moved from Providence to Brooklyn (they appear in the 1839 Brooklyn Directory and the 1840 directory, becoming neighbors of the Tappan and Bowron families, on Hicks Street in Brooklyn Heights.

We know from his letters that William Lloyd Garrison stayed with the Truesdells in Brooklyn in 1838, and again when he attended the 1840 American Anti-Slavery Society convention. This was the convention at which the division between the American Anti-Slavery Society and the new "Foreign and American Anti-Slavery Society" took place, due to a policy disagreement on how to move forward, disagreement between the Garrisonians and those who were looking for a more political solution, like the Tappans and the Bowrons, in the nascent Republican party. That Garrison stayed with the Truesdells then, while the wealthier and more powerful anti-slavery business leaders rejected his strategies, may reflect longstanding ties. Garrison described Mrs. Truesdell as "smiling, as always", so, to reiterate, we have no reason to think that she changed in her loyalty to Garrison and his doctrines.

African American oral traditions have a peculiar background and force, given that before the Civil War, it was illegal in many parts of America to teach a slave to read and write. David Brian Davis, in Johnn Boodle, notes that despite such precautions, designed to enforce illiteracy and suppress rebellion, slaveholders were aware of the network of communication — entirely by word-of-mouth — that surrounded them. Oral tradition has played a role in the Duffield Street controversy: after the City Council asked for an investigation of the conclusions in the FIS, the consultant gathered oral history statements from some residents. The statement of Loy Chetel suggests that Thomas Truesdell was of African descent. This is unexpected, since the census counted the Truesdells as white, and a daguerreotype, said to be of Truesdell's brother, John, shows a typically pale and grim New England demeanour. Apparently, there is some ambiguity about the Truesdell (or possibly the Loy family) identity, which may tell us something about the attitudes and passions of that time, how they saw and portrayed themselves — and their role in Brooklyn's anti-slavery crusade.

However, Louis Rankines (editor of The Abolitionists, A Collection of Their Writings and co-editor of the complete Letters of William Lloyd Garrison published by Harvard University Press) identifies Thomas Truesdell as "a Negro abolitionist" in a footnote in the Letters." He gives two sources: "Reference card, Rare Book Room, Boston Public Library" (which we have not seen) and William Lloyd Garrison, the Story of his Life, told by his Children. The footnote in the Life quotes an article by Garrison's traveling companion, N.P. Rogers (from the Herald of Freedom), which describes their visit to New York for the 1840 convention of the American Anti-Slavery Society, and is inaccurate
about the welcome they received from "the place of the Tappans and the Jays, that it had not a
place for William Lloyd Garrison to lay his head." The party was eventually housed by "our noble
hearted colored friend" Thomas Van Rensselaer (a member of the Committee of Vigilance), who
found them a place to sleep on the fourth floor of a "Wall Street cotton storehouse," and fed them in his
restaurant: "his table, in his vestibule chair, was abundant and excellent—too good, if anything, for
an abolitionist." After the meeting, Garrison and Rogers went over the river to Brooklyn to stay in the
Truesdell's before sailing to England for the World Anti-Slavery Conference. While this passage
could be read to suggest that in 1840 Garrison was welcomed by black, but not by white abolitionists
in New York, it certainly does not state this unambiguously.

Scholarly reviews of Volume II of the Letters did not contest the factual accuracy of any of the
footnotes. The Journal of American History called it "a model of editorial excellence," and added, "If
these volumes of Garrison's papers had no other value, they would serve as an admirable biographical
directory of the antislavery movement in both Great Britain and the United States." The New
England Quarterly wrote "Louis Rouches is a careful and graceful editor. He has made heroic
efforts to identify many names, famous and obscure, mentioned in these letters. Accordingly the
footnotes are an extremely valuable guide to the membership of the abolition movement." Benjamin
Quarles commented in a review in The Journal of Negro History.

Rouches, the editor of this volume, calls Garrison the founding father of the Civil Rights
Movement, and uncontrovertably the blackest of his day held him in esteem that was
unmatched by any other whit until the John Brown flare-up at Harper's Ferry. Hence it
follows that the 231 Garrison-written letters in this volume contain numerous references
to blacks, some of them to meetings at which Garrison spoke. A few of the
references are to anonymous blacks, such as the hackman who overcharged him (with
Garrison typically refusing to pay the amount he considered an overcharge). More useful,
perhaps, are Garrison's references to black co-workers in the cause, such as Charles Lenox
Redmond, with whom he briefly traveled with while in the British Isles in 1840. Van
Rensselaer and Thomas Truesdell, at whose homes he spent most of his time while on trips
from Boston to New York.

Pursuing this line of thought, we looked at Quarles's 1961 study, The Black Abolitionists. Here Quarles
argued convincingly that the role of African Americans in the movement had been significantly
understated, and that people of color were predominant both in the Underground Railroad and in
fundraising and lecturing for abolition causes. Noting the seminal role of the New York Committee
of Vigilance (he observes that Still understated the number of organizers who were people of color)
Quarles further describes extensive African American support for William Lloyd Garrison, and
suggests that it was African American fundraising that made early issues of the Liberator and an early
trip to England possible.

This is interesting in the context of biographical details about the Tappan brothers and another
founding member of the American Anti-Slavery Society, Judge William Jay. Although they were
all committed abolitionists on philosophic and religious grounds, Jay objected to having African
Americans participate in the new Society; the Tappans had reservations about employing blacks in
their business; moreover, all of them, perhaps not without reason, feared that personal contact with
people of color could frighten away potential abolition supporters among the New York bourgeoisie.
This is undoubtedly the subject of Roger's "no place to lay his head" comment. In the first issue of
the Liberator, Garrison wrote, "TO OUR FREE COLORED BROTHERS!:

Your moral and intellectual elevation, the advancement of your rights, and the defence of your
character, will be a leading object of our paper. We know that you are now struggling against
wind and tide, and that adversity has 'marked you for its own'; yet among 300,000 of your
number, some patronage may be given. We ask and expect but little; that little may save the
life of 'The Liberator.' Our enemies are numerous, active, and inveterate; and a great effort
will undoubtedly be made to put us down.

Unfortunately, Rouches and his co-editor, Walter M. Merrill, as well as Benjamin Quarles, were
part of an earlier generation of scholars who are no longer with us. We cannot ask them what they
thought, but given Quarles's belief that most Underground Railroad operations were black, we
might consider whether there was an assumption that Van Rensselaer and Truesdell shared the duty
of sheltering Garrison because they had already worked together in the Underground Railroad through
Van Rensselaer's Committee of Vigilance, which sometimes, as we have seen, directed fugitives to
Brooklyn. We might also speculate that the Truesdell's, like their leader Garrison, felt strongly tied to
those victims of prejudice many abolitionists called their brethren, and expressed that solidarity as
Herbert Aptheker said of the fugitives, "they shall be to me as my own flesh and blood." Many

From this very day in Philadelphia colored man became the first subscriber to Garrison's
"Liberator" to the day when Negro soldiers made the Emancipation Proclamation possible,
black leaders worked shoulder to shoulder with white men in a movement, the success of
which would have been impossible without them. There was Purvis and Redmond,
Pennington and Highland Garrett, Sojournier Truth and Alexander Crummell, and above all,
Frederick Douglass—what would the abolition movement have been without them? At
the time of the "poor review" of the AKRF study, subsequent to the final EIS, for the first time
MAKRE made a systematic attempt to collect oral histories of the Duffield Street traditions. Some of
those who participated were very dissatisfied with the interviews, which they found to be rushed and
manipulative. We also have had opportunities to hear from some of the residents of Duffield Street,
and what they had to say was of interest.

The oral traditions surrounding Duffield Street's role in the Underground Railroad involve several
interesting chains of connection. Jerzy Chiel married Albert Chatel, owner of 227 Duffield Street,
after the death of his first wife, née Vera Jacobs, and after his death in 1996, the house remained
in the family. Albert came to Duffield Street through Vera, who was born in 1915 at 235 Duffield Street,
and on the same block as 227. Her extended family had invested in a number of properties there and
elsewhere in the immediate neighborhood.

227 Duffield Street had remained a Truesdell family property until Matilda W. Truesdell sold it in
1921, according to Brooklyn deed conveyance records. Matilda was the daughter-in-law of Thomas
Truesdell. After Harriet died in 1882, Thomas remarried and fathered a son, Thomas, Jr., who
married Matilda Walsh Truesdell, née Heller. Before his death in 1904, the younger Thomas gave
Matilda the Truesdell family bible, dating from 1779. Thus Thomas had finally achieved a surviving male heir, three other sons of Harriet's having died. Although the older Thomas apparently lived in New Jersey with his new, younger wife, he continued to hold the property in his family and willed it to his sons, thus retaining a connection to Brooklyn, where the family also retained a plot in Greenwood Cemetery. In this way, family memories could remain fresh well into the 20th century and even today, persisting in force through the agency of two younger second wives, Janet, the second Mrs. Thomas Truesdell, and Joy, the second Mrs. Albert Chatel.

Joy Chatel tells of eliciting more information from her husband, when because of her interest in education and her position as an elder in the African drumming circle in Prospect Park, she met activists who were members of the Committee to Honor Black Heroes and Sheroes among them, Fred Liverpool (the organizer of the “Brassin’ About Brooklyn,” a program of Underground Railroad tours offered to tourists and through the school system) and Abubadika Sunny Carson. They had a strong interest in the African American role in the Underground Railroad, and came to visit Duffield Street already believing that it was part of a neighborhood with Underground Railroad involvement through its militant churches, Bridge Street AME and Concord Baptist—a neighborhood that they wanted to memorialize and make known to future generations. “Marina Joy,” as she is called because of her work with children, introduced them to her husband, who showed them his Jacobs family documents, and the traces of the tunnel in the basement. Since Albert Chatel’s death in 1996, Joy has welcomed numerous visitors and by appointment and casually, and she was working with Fred Liverpool from 1991 until his death in September, 2005.

She also met Brother Hadari, as she recounts in her oral history:

In 1988, Brother Hadari, a high priest and close friend in the community found out I was on Duffield Street and came by. Brother Hadari said “Sister, do you know where you are?” I said “What do you mean do I know where I am?” He said “No disrespect intended sister, what I meant to say is, you are living on holy ground.” I said “What?” Hadari said “Yes, sister. Our ancestors passed through here.” He asked if he could bless the house.

Dr. Robert Swan, an independent scholar and community advocate, also became interested, and further investigated the Truesdell family, providing additional community support. We are indebted to Dr. Swan’s extensive research for key references in the bibliography of his unpublished research notes to the 19th century local histories and modern works of scholarship that describe the interconnected role of Providence, Woodstock and Brooklyn in the larger struggle. Dr. Swan correctly observes that the history of the abolition movement in Brooklyn has yet to be written. He also notes that the Brooklyn Historical Society library has been closed for renovations and a revision of their catalogue since 1999, eliminating a resource for study throughout the period when the Downtown Brooklyn Plan was developed, announced and reviewed.

Lewis Greenstein, a Duffield Street homeowner, also undertook extensive research into the registers of Plymouth Church, which he is currently using as a volunteer, and Brooklyn directory and census listings for the general Duffield Street area, which show a considerable African American population.

Mr. Greenstein located William Harrod, who worked for Lewis Tappan at the American and Foreign Anti Slavery Society and the American Missionary Association, at 123 Duffield Street, and it was Mr. Greenstein who first noted the relevance of the 1855 Perris map of Brooklyn.
CONCLUSION

So in the case of 227 Duffield Street, the house belonged to known, active abolitionists; there is an oral tradition of Underground Railroad activity with links going back to the 19th century; the house stands in a larger area of known abolitionist activity; it is strategically placed on a route to several known destinations for fugitives; and the house has architectural features that could have been used to conceal fugitives. We believe that such an abolitionist's house has great historic value even without incontrovertible legal proof that it was a station in the Underground Railroad. Like other houses on the block, it is a candidate for recognition and preservation.

Preservation accomplishes many things; among them, it can offer what Eric Foner calls "the social context of ideologies," by letting us see the real physical setting of historic events. The Landmarks Preservation Commission has a mandate to recognize such historic sites. In the case of Duffield Street, while the houses are there, we can see how people lived who made the abolition of slavery possible. Seeing, being able to touch their houses—boards and bricks and mortar still in their original place—can galvanize the observer. W.E.B. DuBois wrote that his life was changed in 1966 when he made a historic pilgrimage at dawn to the actual scene of John Brown's raid at Harper's Ferry, along with other members of the Niagara Movement. 

After that pilgrimage, the fire was in the fire and my career as a scientist began to be swallowed up in my role as propagandist. His "role as propagandist" meant bringing the NAACP to prominence. There is an unbroken chain of connection from the abolition movement to the modern civil rights movement. Martin Luther King had a fine old copy of My Bondage and My Freedom by Frederick Douglass in his personal library. As he did, New York should cherish and preserve tangible reminders of the abolition movement, and not destroy them.

Describing the burning of Pennsylvania Hall, Laura Lowell of Fall River wrote:

Our conversation was interrupted before 9 o'clock by the cry of 'Fire!' Pennsylvania Hall was in flames! The mob had accomplished the work by breaking in the doors, and deliberately kindled a fire in the house—in view of the city of Philadelphia! We walked out to witness the speedy destruction of that beautiful building which the diligent axe and hammer had been, for months, patiently heaving; that building, which the friends not only of abolition, but the friends of free discussion, the friends of civil and religious liberty, the true philanthropists and patriots of our land had reared—"As a fair Hall to Truth and Freedom given..."

Must we, like the delegate from Fall River, witness the "speedy destruction" of buildings that should not be lost, as they recall the origins of important civil liberties? Those civil liberties cannot be taken for granted or neglected, to the point that they are reared—"As a fair Hall to Truth and Freedom given..."” Justice for all” is not invariably available in New York. The civil rights movement has not achieved all of its goals. And New York has no dedicated memorial of the abolition crusade. One could be created on Duffield Street.

The first draft of the Emancipation Proclamation in Lincoln's own hand.
ENDNOTES

NYT, May 14, 2006 book review by Ian Berlin of Jonathan Raban's, by Pulitzer Prize winner David Brian Davis.

1 Available via the website of the City Planning Commission, Downtown Brooklyn Plan, Public Review.


3 Four landmarked 19th-century houses that were moved from Johnson Street to Duffield Street in 1993 to avoid demolition for Macy's East, referred to in the EIS as the "Downtown House Houses," were in the houses in question.

4 Downtown Brooklyn Development FEIS, Chapter 23, Response to Comments.


APPENDIX I:
A GENEALOGICAL NOTE ON THE LEE AND TRUESDELL FAMILIES
AND THEIR 17TH CENTURY ANCESTORS

The 1770 Truesdell family bible contains entries, not in date order, made by various family members, and a transcription of these is available on line (pecr.net/BIBLE/index.html); this bible is apparently still in the hands of members of the Truesdell family, although not in the line of descendants from the Lee family. The bible was bequeathed by William Lee to his daughter, Harriet Lee Truesdell on his death in 1814. The notes identify William as the third generation of Lee in America. The first was Samuel Lee, who was born in Warwickshire in 1688, and emigrated to Massachusetts. There is an inscription, "Sarah Lee was born First Day of November in the year of our Lord 1702 in Free Town the wife of the above Samuel Lee." And again, "1714 Samuel March 4 Samuel Lee and Sarah Gardner was married by Samuel Luther," which is confirmed in Ancestry.com transcriptions. Freeport, Sarah's birthplace, was an early settlement in the Plymouth Colony, incorporated in 1683, until 1805 it was included, what is now the town of Fall River. Today, it is rich in historic districts and its history is detailed in a compilation of the National Register of the Freetown Historic Districts Database (www.mansionriver.com/preservation). Here it is noted that the township began with a grist mill on the river, and remained a little settlement until the mid-18th century, when the population grew to over 1,500. The Narragansett Bay basin, with Newport and Providence as its larger port centers, was a place where the slave trade flourished before 1770. Fall River was so close to Newport that in bad winters, people drove their horses across the ice from one town to the other (see Fowler, Orin, Historic Sketch of Fall River, from 1620 to the present time; with notices of Freetown and Tiverton.)

The vital records of Freetown have been published for genealogical reference (Vital Records of the Town of Freetown, Massachusetts: 1685 through 1890, Compiled by Helen Garnett Thomas, Bowie, Md.: Heritage Books, 1988.) In the 17th and 18th centuries the records of births and deaths are sparse, but marriages and notices of intent to marry were plentiful, as they were required by law. There is a record of a notice of intent to marry from Absalom Gardner, who is described as mulatto, and Malle, who is described as Indian. The notice is undated but is believed to be from May or June of 1722. On July 17, 1722, Absalom and Martin died in Freetown until the 19th century, when those recordings became common practice. We have not found any other record of Absalom Gardner, or Malle, or any record of Sarah Gardner before her marriage to Samuel Lee. Freetown was a very small place in the early 18th century, and it is arguable that Absalom Gardner was in some way related to Sarah Gardner. This might or might not indicate a blood relationship, as they could also have been cousins, or bearers of a shared name, whether or not the relevant Gardner family were slave owners. Clearly, the known facts are inconclusive: marriage between a white and a black was illegal in Massachusetts from 1705 ("Race, Marriage and Abolition in Massachusetts," by Louis Ruchames, Journal of Negro History, July, 1955, and so was unlikely to become a topic in family histories when it did occur. In his study, The Negro in Colonial New England, Lorenzo Greene shows from court records and other documentation that colonial legislative intervention was not very successful in its aim of separating the races. In Hope of Liberty: Culture, Community and Protest among Northern Free Blacks, 1790-1860, by James Horton, makes the case that in the 18th century, social and economic standing (or the lack of it) determined alliances more than race did, so that free blacks, Indians, while indentured servants, slaves, the pious, and the poor tended to join forces against the ruling class, especially under the egalitarian ideology of the Great Awakening in the hands of ministers like Samuel Hopkins of Newport... colonial elites objected to the interclassical character of the revivals.” Later, the Revolution was another engine of change: the Boston massacre began with Crispus Attucks, and most New England states enlisted black troops; Rhode Island had its First Rhode Island Regiment, which was largely black after 1778, there had been resistance to allowing people of color to bear arms, but when the shortages of troops became desperate, manumission was offered in exchange for military service. Harriet and Thomas were not yet born when the newly free black regiment marched into Providence with their new rifles on their shoulders to protect the city from the advancing British, but Harriet's father and mother may have viewed this dramatic moment of revival. There were still slaves in Connecticut and Rhode Island in the towns where Thomas and Harriet Truesdell grew up, people they might have seen or known as children. Their parents, grandparents and great-grandparents will have been witnesses to slavery at least: before independence, Newport and Bristol were major ports for the slave trade - as much as Boston, New York or Charleston. In weighing the assertion that Thomas Truesdell was black, one might consider the possibility that this represented not the immediate physical fact, but his own expression of solidarity with African Americans, and that through his marriage with his wife (which then was conceived as making them "one flesh") his family might have had an extremely fractional African or native American bloodline or other relationship, going back to uncles of Harriet's great-grandfather in the 17th century, which would in any case not have been perceptible, but might have resonated with her and her husband's political sympathies at a time of national upheaval. It was to Harriet, who had numerous siblings, that her father entrusted the family bible and the family history.
APPENDIX II:  
THE UNDERGROUND VAULTS  
AT 227 DUFFIELD STREET  

The key to the Perris 1855  
Brooklyn "fire" atlas, reproduced  
below, shows "Buildings  
commencing" (last entry, fourth  
column) as connected by dashes.  
The plate showing Duffield Street  
connects the rowhouses in the  
terrace running from 129 to 143  
Duffield with dashes across the  
front arched vaults. 144 Duffield  
was the original numbering of the  
Truesdale House, now known as  
227. This is exactly as described  
by residents in the oral histories;  
they said that years ago the  
basements were connected through  
valets at the front under the  
sidewalk, connections now only  
vestigial, due to demolitions and  
alterations.

SPECIAL HAZARDOUS

[Diagram showing various specifications and measurements related to building hazards.]